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From The Desk of Nancy Johnston, ED 
Violence Aginst Women shelters continue to be underfunded. The following 
is an excerpt from a presentation Marlene Ham, Executive Director of the 
Ontario Association of Interval and Transition Houses (OAITH), gave to the 
Standing Committee on Finance and Economic Affairs. 
---

My name is Marlene Ham. I am honoured to be here today in my capacity 
as Executive Director of the Ontario Association of Interval and Transition 
Houses. OAITH is a 76-member association made up of violence-against-
women shelters, transitional housing and community-based organizations. 

CORNERSTONE SERVICE 
STATISTICS
(April 1st, 2019 - January 31, 2020) 

Support Calls  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1479 

Occupancy Rate . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  107%

Days of Residential Care  . . . . . .  4,622

Women Served in Shelter . . . . . . . . . 74

Children/Dependents Served  
in Shelter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

Women Served in Community 
Counselling . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 218

Children Served in Community 
Counselling . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48

Women Served in Transitional 
Counselling & Housing Support . . . .92

Individuals Served in the Family Court 
Support Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53

Families Supported in the Family 
Housing Resource Program . . . . . . . . 9

Over the last five years, OAITH has engaged our members and government 
to address the long-standing funding crisis of violence-against-women 
shelters. We were pleased with the fiscal enhancement received in the 2018 
and 2019 provincial budgets. We appreciate that funding to the sector has 
been maintained, and we know that these investments will better serve our 
members when it is included in their core operating budgets.

“ When women are in danger and they can’t get 
access to a bed, this can be equated to a 911 
operator saying, “We don’t have an ambulance 
to come and save your life.” ”

continues on page 2 and 3...
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I often have to tell the story of funding inadequacy at 
VAW shelters, and today will be no different. Violence 
Against Women shelters are severely underfunded. To gain 
perspective, I would like to bring your attention to the fact 
that one in four women in Canada will experience gender-
based violence, with children being directly exposed to 
that violence suffering from long-term impacts. When we 
consider Ontario’s population at 14.5 million, including six 
million women and 2.3 million children, this equates to over 
two million women and children who will experience and be 
exposed to gender-based violence. However, the Ministry 
of Children, Community and Social Services (MCCSS) only 
receives $166 million annually to address this problem.

How does this compare with other sectors?

We know that one in five Canadians will experience a mental 
health issue, with Ontario committing $3.8 billion over the 
next three years.

To understand funding inadequacy: Over the next three 
years, approximately, MCCSS will receive just under $500 
million to respond to an issue that’s affecting over two 
million women and children.

We certainly acknowledge that addressing gender-based 
violence is far more complex than responding to the issue 
with shelter beds. On the surface, the system has been 
constructed so that women leave and go to a shelter to 
access the supports they need to then live a life free of 
violence. This requires enough empty beds to respond 
to the demand, or enough movement within that system 
where women are getting access to affordable housing in a 
timely way so that women can then move out of the shelter. 

In 2020, the 50th anniversary of the Commission on the 
Status of Women, women are dying to get in, with no way to 
get out. The impact is that many of our shelters are running 
either at or beyond capacity. The longer women stay in a 
shelter because they literally have nowhere to go leads to a 
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domino effect for the next woman and child not being able 
to access a shelter bed. Shelters will often run over capacity 
by using unfunded beds. When women are in danger and 
they can’t get access to a bed, this can be equated to a 911 
operator saying, “We don’t have an ambulance to come and 
save your life.”

We have valid reasons to be concerned. On a snapshot day 
in 2019, Women’s Shelters Canada reported that 78.8% of 
women trying to access beds from more than 250 shelters 
were turned away because they were full, leaving shelters to 
either pull out a cot, find a shelter in another community, if it 
exists, or offer other interim services until a bed is available.

We need a system that can respond when women are 
actually ready to leave. Ensuring that we always have a VAW 
space available is of critical importance. In the words of 
Maureen Davis, who has been engaged with OAITH’s work 
over the last few years, “I stayed because he said he’d kill me 
if I left ... I left when I knew he’d kill me if I stayed.” This is a 
pivotal moment that far too many women in this province 
have to endure, like standing at the intersection of courage 
and sacrifice.

OAITH’s work on femicide tells an indisputable fact: Gender-
based violence is killing women in this province. In fact, in 
2019, 37 women and children were killed in Ontario because 
of gender-based violence. All of those charged in these 
crimes are men who are their male partners, fathers, sons 
and other men closely known to them.

VAW shelters must be able to respond to their community 
crisis and not the crisis in their bank accounts. They are 
falling behind.

Good fiscal health requires planning and vision for them to 
achieve their goals. Incremental fiscal enhancement models 
are posing some challenges by creating uncertainty and 
instability. We do trust, however, that over the past two 
years, VAW shelters in Ontario have demonstrated to this 
government that these investments would be better served 
with a plan to annualize them so that they can do the work 
they need to do to improve outcomes for women and 
children in the province.

We do have some recommendations: 

• annualize all fiscal enhancement investments to VAW-
funded agencies that were received via MCCSS in the 
2019 budget; 

• include mental health and addiction counselling 
and support services in VAW shelters as part of their 
core programming through the mental health and 
addictions strategy; 

• increase investments for MAG-funded violence-against-
women services, including the Family Court Support 
Worker Program; 

• move forward with a comprehensive action plan 
attached to investments to prevent, effectively respond 
and improve outcomes; 

• invest in decent, accessible and affordable housing; 

• invest in community-based primary prevention 
programs; and 

• address income support programs, employment/
education opportunities and access to affordable child 
care that are actually designed specifically to support 
survivors of violence.

Thank you very much.”

---

Cornerstone continues to have an annual shortfall in our 
operating budget from the provincial government. This 
shortfall is supported by locally fundraised and donated 
dollars. We thank our generous community for their ongoing 
support, and ask that you continue to be kind and generous 
so that no woman or child is left living in fear and without 
hope. Together, we can make a difference and create a place 
where hope takes root and grows.

Nancy Johnston, Executive Director
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PLANNING TODAY FOR HOPE TOMORROW
When reviewing the journey of our lives, we often look for lasting 
meaning. “How will I be remembered? What will be my legacy? 
How will my values and ideals I wish to be remembered for remain 
meaningful/significant in the future?” Planned Giving is one answer 
to these questions. Planned gifts can provide an everlasting legacy 
of hope, and ensure you have an impact on your community.

Peter and Marilyn Csefko, longtime supporters of the organization, 
have made the commitment to honour Cornerstone in their Will.   
We are grateful for Peter and Marilyn’s decision to support us, and 
so we spoke with them to learn more about their decision and 
what it means to them…

1The most important reason we give to 
Cornerstone is to help in providing a 
professional, safe emergency environment 
for women and children victimized by 
domestic violence. We have been actively 
involved with Cornerstone approximately 
ten years.  During this time, we have had 
the opportunity to see the positive impact 
Cornerstone’s programs and services have 
had on women and children who have 
come to them in need.

What inspires you to give to Cornerstone?

2Making a planned gift in our will ensures 
that our contribution would be a secure 
and guaranteed long term funding 
source. Throughout our experience 
as donors and supporters of the 
organization, we have had the privilege 
of knowing exactly how our money 
is being put to use.  We are happy 
that this contribution will be used in 
Northumberland County, helping local 
women and children get back on their 
feet. Anyone interested in a planned gift 
can rest assured that the money will be 
spent wisely. 

Why make a planned gift in your will?

3Others should consider making a planned gift because 
it is a painless way of providing a long-term benefit for 
Cornerstone, taken from your final estate in an amount 
that will not seriously affect your loved ones! All it 
takes is a few simple sentences inserted into your will. 
Cornerstone would be pleased to assist you with the 
wording.  It is also a flexible process which allows you to 
make changes as required.  Planned gifts also allow you 
to put family first; by choosing either a specific bequest 
or residual bequest.  You will only bequeath assets you 
are comfortable giving. Lastly, it may be tax wise to do 
so saving your family money and benefiting a charitable 
organization all in one move. 

Why should others consider making a planned gift?  

4Absolutely not.  We already had a will in place.  All it 
took was receiving the charitable information from 
Cornerstone and having a short visit with our lawyer to 
make an amendment (codicil).  Planned Giving ensures 
that organizations and causes you hold near to your 
heart can carry on your legacy of caring support.  We 
strongly encourage others to consider Planned Giving. 

Was the process of making a planned gift difficult?

If you are interested in learning more please contact 
Carly at ccunningham@cornerstonenorthumberland.ca 
or call 905-372-1545 ext. 236
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CORNERSTONE IS MORE THAN A BED 
A SPOTLIGHT ON: 24-HOUR SUPPORT LINE 

On a day to day basis, we as Residential Counsellors are always 
answering our support line when it rings. When we pick up that 
phone we never know who is going to be on the other end and what 
story they have to share. But, at all times we must drop what we are 
doing and provide them with a safe and supportive experience, so 
that they can receive the best care possible. 

Cornerstone’s support line is available to anyone seeking immediate 
counselling and emotional support 24 hours a day, seven days a 
week, 365 days a year The individual calling does not have to meet 
any certain requirements and may have never experienced and/or 
witnessed domestic violence, but we support them the best we can. 

Support requested over the phone could be encouragement, safety 
planning, referrals to other agencies, emotional support, a safe place 
to share their situation, or even an opportunity to move into safety 
within the shelter. Those calling may have questions, or just want to 
share their story with someone who will be understanding and listen 
without judgement. No matter what it is, we are there to listen and support them. The 24-hour support line is a 
great place for women to turn to when they are in need of help, guidance, and information. 

For most women we provide service to, whether that be short term or long term, the support line is their initial 
contact or introduction to Cornerstone and what we are able to offer them, thus it is imperative we are able to 
provide a dialogue in which they feel supported. 

Violence can occur at any moment, so we must be available around the clock to ensure we are accessible to 
women and children when they need us most. As Residential Counsellors, we recognize that there are many 
barriers for women accessing services and we work towards minimizing the barriers they will face – that is why a 
24-hour support line is so important. The support line gives women the chance to explore what resources are out 
there and available for them within the community. It is a life line they can call to ask for help and explore all their 
options safely, at any time of any day. 

We recognize that it takes great courage for a woman to take the first step to getting help. We understand the 
challenges that a woman faces in order to reach out, so each time the phone rings, we are ready and able to give 
them the attention and support they deserve. As Residential Counsellors at Cornerstone we will continue to strive 
towards breaking the cycle of family violence through the information we provide and the support we offer. 

Kayla Clarke, Residential Counsellor with Cornerstone 
Family Violence Prevention Centre. 

By: Kayla Clarke, Residential Counsellor  

If you, or someone you know, could benefit from speaking to a counsellor, please call  
905-372-1545 to set up an appointment. If you, or someone you know, are in need of immediate 

support, please call our 24-hour support line 905-372-0746. 
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JOIN THE CIRCLE OF HOPE

Did you know Cornerstone has a monthly giving program? 
The Circle of Hope monthly giving program allows 
supporters to spread the financial impact of their giving 
across the entire year; the distribution of payments across 
the year makes the commitment more manageable, 
lessening the acute financial impact. 

A Circle of Hope Member is a special type of supporter. By 
investing monthly, you’re joining a community dedicated 
to sustaining Cornerstone’s mission to breaking the cycle 
of family violence and empower women to know they can 
live a life free from abuse, and can seek support to help 
them move out of danger and into a violence free future.

The Circle of Hope monthly giving program is affordable, 
as you invest what makes sense for you. It also provides 
sustained support for Cornerstone’s programs, enabling 
us to strategically expand and innovate by investing in 
specific areas of our work, and expanding our programs 
because we know we have the reliable revenue of the 
Circle of Hope community. 

Lastly, monthly gifts ensure ongoing support is available 
to those who need us. A woman’s safety and situation can 
change, but month after month monthly gifts can provide 
her resources when and where she needs them. This 
ensures supportive, compassionate, and welcoming care is 
provided every step of the way. 

If you are interested in becoming a monthly member, or learning more, please contact Carly at  
ccunningham@cornerstonenorthumberland.ca or call 905-372-1545 ext. 236

Your ongoing monthly investment enables women and families throughout 
Northumberland to have a safe, happy and healthy future. 
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What’s in it for the donor?

     • It’s easy! Regular donations can be made in  
        affordable monthly payments
     • Giving options include: Pre-authorized debit (PAD);  
        credit card and post-dated cheques
     • Save postage and time with automatic transactions
     • Flexibility. Donors can easily increase, decrease,  
        pause or stop their gift at any time
     • A cumulative tax receipt is issued annually
     • Staying informed through regular progress updates

What’s in it for Cornerstone? 
     • Increased annual income
     • The ability to set more predictable budgets
     • Forecast cash flow more effectively
     • Keep postage and administrative costs down
     • Reduce the volume of fundraising requests

$25/month (less than 1 dollar a day) could provide two weeks of meals for a  
woman or child in shelter, or support a woman or child in individual counselling.

Give local women and children the opportunity to live a violence free future…

By giving monthly, you invest what makes sense 
for you and your generosity accumulates to make 
an incredible impact over the course of your 
membership. You may also change or cancel your 
monthly contribution at anytime.

It Fits Your Budget

Becoming a Circle of Hope member allows you 
to join a dedicated group of supporters who 
understand the importance of making a sustaining 
commitment to a violence free future for all.

It Is A Community

Monthly gifts enable us to strategically expand and 
innovate by investing in specific areas of our work, and 
expanding our programs because we know we have the 
ongoing support of the Circle of Hope community.

It Is Reliable Revenue 

A woman’s safety and situation can change, but month 
after month your gift can provide her resources when 
and where she needs them. This ensures supportive, 
compassionate, and welcoming care is provided every 
step of the way. 

It Gives Women Continued Support

THE BENEFITS OF MONTHLY GIVING
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Sally Wade – Chair 
Former Canadian Foreign Service Officer

Stefanie Rudd - Vice Chair
Lawyer  

Jennifer Moore – Secretary/Treasurer
CAO, Northumberland County

Allison Doyle 
Entreprenuer 

Andrew Hall
Entrepreneur and Father

Bryant Wood
Chief of Police, Port Hope 

Chris Walsh
Real Estate Broker

Darryl Goodall
Management Consultant/Accountant

Lynda Sellar 
Community Health Consultant 

Marilou Martin
Human Resource Specialist

Reese Quantrill 
Sales Associate

Paul VandeGraaf - Ex Officio
Police Chief, Cobourg

@CornerstoneFVPCCornerstone Family Violence Prevention Centre@cornerstonefvpc

Join the conversation online and follow us on the platforms below:

MEET TIMEA NAGY

On Thursday, March 5th Timea Nagy will grace the stage to share her 
experiences at Cornerstone’s 4th Annual International Women’s Day 
Luncheon. Timea is a Toronto based International Speaker and Social 
Advocate for human trafficking and domestic violence prevention.

As a human trafficking survivor, author, speaker and social advocate, 
Timea Nagy, immigrated to Canada in 1998. Her nightmare unfolded in 
Toronto in that same year after arriving from Budapest, Hungary in the 
hopes of finding meaningful employment. 

The daughter of a Hungarian policewoman, Timea was held (For three 
terrifying months) at the hands of traffickers and was forced to work in 
the sex industry. Thankfully, she escaped and started life anew. 

Ten years later, Ms. Nagy founded ‘Walk with Me’, a non-profit 
organization to assist victims of human trafficking and law enforcement 
agencies, and wrote her memoir entitled “Out of the Shadows.” We look 
forward to hosting Timea and bringing her story to the County. 

Upcoming Events
SAVE 

THE 
DATE

Cobourg Lakeshore Garden Tour
Saturday, June 28 | 10:00AM - 4:00PM

You are invited to experience beautiful gardens along the lakeshore in Cobourg. Gardens range 
from traditional to avant-garde, formal to whimsical, and woodlawn to vegetable. 

Tickets on sale May 1st, 2020 | cornerstonenorthumberland.ca/gardentour or 905-372-1545 ext. 237

If you are interested in becoming involved 
with Cornerstone’s Board of Directors please 
email Nancy at  
njohnston@cornerstonenorthumberland.ca


